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Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR NAME, TITLE AND BUSINESS ADDRESS.1

A. My name is Raymond W. Drause. I hold the position of Senior Wireless Engineer at2

McCall-Thomas Engineering Company, Inc. I provide engineering support to various3

independent telephone companies and electric co-operatives. My business address is 8454

Stonewall Jackson Boulevard, Orangeburg, South Carolina.5

6

Q. PLEASE STATE YOUR EXPERIENCE AND EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND.7

A. I am a Registered Professional Engineer. I graduated with honors from Herzing8

University, in Madison, Wisconsin, with an Associate of Science in Electronics9

Engineering Technology degree. I have worked for over 42 years in the10

telecommunications engineering field. I have been employed by McCall-Thomas11

Engineering Company for the past five years as Senior Wireless Engineer. My12

experience includes the design, installation and operation of switching, transport, fiber13

optic, wireless, video and power systems.14

My work assignments over the past 42 years have ranged from large and well15

established companies, such as AT&T and Southwestern Bell, cutting edge regional16

companies in the CLEC industry, such as NewSouth Communications and NuVox17

Communications, and telecommunications providers serving single communities. My18

responsibilities on these assignments have ranged from detailed engineering of individual19

telecommunications systems to the overall engineering management of entire multi-state20

telecommunications networks. A more detailed summary of my work experience is21

included as Schedule RD-1.22
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23

Q. ON WHOSE BEHALF ARE YOU TESTIFYING?24

A. I am testifying on behalf of AT&T Illinois.25

26

Q. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY?27

A. I will address portions of the testimony of Russ Wiseman and Robert Johnson, both of28

which were filed on behalf of Halo Wireless, Inc. (“Halo”) on May 15, 2012.29

30

Q. HAVE YOU PREVIOUSLY TESTIFIED?31

A. Yes. As of the date of this testimony, I have submitted pre-filed testimony in state32

commission cases similar to this one in Wisconsin, South Carolina, Georgia, Louisiana33

and Florida, and I testified at the evidentiary hearings in Wisconsin, South Carolina and34

Georgia. (The Louisiana and Florida hearings have not yet occurred.)35

36

Q. WHAT MATERIALS HAVE YOU REVIEWED IN ORDER TO PREPARE YOUR37
TESTIMONY?38

A. I have reviewed testimony, exhibits and transcripts from this proceeding and parallel39

proceedings in other state commissions, as well as the Airspan specification documents40

and technical user guides for the equipment installed at the Halo tower site in Illinois,41

which is in Danville. More specifically, I reviewed the following documents:42

1. Pre-filed testimony of Russ Wiseman on behalf of Halo in this docket. I also43
reviewed Mr. Wiseman’s similar pre-filed testimony from related state44
commission proceedings.45

2. Pre-filed testimony of Robert Johnson on behalf of Halo in this docket. I also46
reviewed Mr. Wiseman’s similar pre-filed testimony from related state47
commission proceedings.48
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3. The record in the Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (“PSCW”)49
proceeding, Investigation into Practices of Halo Wireless, Inc., and Transcom50
Enhanced Services, Inc., Docket No. 9594-TI-100, as well as Halo Wireless, Inc.,51
and Transcom Enhanced Services, Inc.’s 2nd Amended Responses to Staff Data52
Request #1, dated January 11, 2012, and Halo Wireless, Inc., and Transcom53
Enhanced Services, Inc.’s Amended Responses to Supplemental Staff Data54
Request #1, dated January 20, 2012 in the PSCW proceeding.55

4. January 23, 2012, Transcript of Proceedings before the Tennessee Regulatory56
Authority in Docket No. 11-00108, Complaint of Concord Telephone Exchange,57
Inc.; Humphreys County Telephone Co.; Tellico Telephone Company; Tennessee58
Telephone Company; Crockett Telephone Company, Inc.; Peoples Telephone59
Company; West Tennessee Telephone Company, Inc.; North Central Telephone60
Coop., Inc.; and Highland Telephone Cooperative, Inc. against Halo Wireless,61
LLC; Transcom Enhanced Services, Inc. and other Affiliates for Failure to Pay62
Terminating Intrastate Access Charges for Traffic and Other Relief and Authority63
to Cease Termination of Traffic.64

5. April 18, 2012, Partial Transcript of Proceedings (cross-examination of Robert65
Johnson) before the South Carolina Public Service Commission in Docket No.66
2011-304-C, Complaint and Petition for Relief of BellSouth Telecommunications,67
LLC d/b/a AT&T Southeast d/b/a AT&T South Carolina v. Halo Wireless, Inc. for68
Breach of the Parties’ Interconnection Agreement.69

6. April 26, 2012, Transcript of Proceedings before the Georgia Public Service70
Commission in Docket No. 34219, Complaint of TDS Telecom on Behalf of its71
Subsidiaries Blue Ridge Telephone Company, Camden Telephone & Telegraph72
Company, Inc., Nelson-Ball Ground Telephone Company, and Quincy Telephone73
Company, Against Halo Wireless, Inc., Transcom Enhanced Services, Inc., and74
Other Affiliates for Failure to Pay Terminating Intrastate Access Charges for75
Traffic and for Expedited Declaratory Relief and Authority to Cease Termination76
of Traffic.77

7. Equipment Lease between SATNet, LLC and Halo Wireless, LLC, dated June 1,78
2010.79

8. Proffer of Testimony of Russ Wiseman on behalf of Halo Wireless, Inc., the Debtor80
in Case No. 11-42464-BTR-11, In Re: Halo Wireless, Inc., Debtor, before the81
United States Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District of Texas, Sherman82
Division.83

9. Product Specification: Airspan WiMAX MiMAX-Pro V-Series.84

10. HiperMAX Product Specification.85

11. HiperMAX Technical User's Guide - HiperMAX Commissioning - SDR-micro.86
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12. HiperMAX Base Station Data Sheet.87

I was aided in my understanding of the documents by the experience I have88

acquired while providing engineering type work for communications projects that utilize89

Airspan WiMAX and pre-WiMAX systems.90

91

Q. HAVE YOU VISITED A HALO TOWER SITE?92

A. Yes. An AT&T attorney arranged a visit to a Halo tower site in another state, and I spent93

about one hour and twenty minutes there earlier this year. I had a chance to look at and94

photograph the Halo and Transcom Enhanced Services, Inc. (“Transcom”) equipment I95

describe in this testimony, and to get a good look at the site. Halo has agreed that the96

tower site I visited is sufficiently representative of the Halo tower site in Danville for all97

relevant purposes, so that my visit to that site was equivalent to a visit to Halo’s tower98

site in Danville.99

100

Q. PLEASE GIVE AN OVERVIEW OF THE STRUCTURES AT A HALO TOWER101
SITE.102

A. There are three structures: two small buildings and a tower. You can see them on103

Schedule RD-2, which is a photograph I took during the site visit. (Again, Halo has104

agreed that the photograph is a fair representation of the Halo site in Danville.) The105

concrete building housing the Halo and Transcom equipment is about 24 feet long, 10106

feet wide and 10 feet tall. The base of the wireless tower is about 10 feet from the side107

wall of that building.108

109
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Q. BASED ON THE DOCUMENTS THAT YOU REVIEWED AND THE FIELD110
INSPECTION, DO YOU HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE EQUIPMENT111
LOCATED AT THE HALO TOWER SITE IN DANVILLE AND THE FLOW OF112
TRANSCOM AND HALO TRAFFIC?113

A. Yes. As a result of my field visit and examination of the documents, I have gained a114

high-level understanding of the equipment used by Halo and Transcom at the tower site115

serving Illinois, as well as at the other Halo tower sites across the country. The116

documents I reviewed provided sufficient information to permit me to create a site117

drawing included with my testimony as Schedule RD-3, that conceptually illustrates the118

significant pieces of Halo and Transcom equipment located at the tower site. The119

documents I reviewed also provided information that describes how a telephone call120

would enter a tower site and pass between the various pieces of equipment at the tower121

site before being sent on to a Halo Data Center for delivery to a tandem switch. I used122

that call-flow information to populate the site drawing (Schedule RD-3) with lines and123

arrows that illustrate the manner in which a telephone call would flow through the124

various pieces of equipment at the tower site. Schedule RD-3 also references equipment125

and systems installed at other locations that interoperate over unspecified transmission126

facilities with the tower site equipment. The Dallas soft-switch is illustrated on Schedule127

RD-3, and is an important system that interoperates with the tower site equipment.128

129

Q. BASED ON THE DOCUMENTS YOU REVIEWED AND YOUR EXPERIENCE130
IN THE INDUSTRY, HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE FLOW OF A131
TELEPHONE CALL THROUGH THE TOWER SITE SERVING ILLINOIS?132

A. The IP data stream that is carrying the telephone call enters the building at the tower site133

and passes through Transcom’s Cisco Router and an Extreme Networks Fast Ethernet134
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Switch (labeled as Switch/Router Cloud on Schedule RD-3) before being sent over a135

Category 5 (“CAT5”) Ethernet cable to Transcom’s Airspan MIMAX Pro-V Customer136

Premise Equipment. The Airspan MIMAX Pro-V takes the IP data stream that is137

presented to it over the Ethernet cable, converts it to a 3.65GHz radio signal and138

transmits it to Halo’s Airspan SDR-Micro Base Station. The function of the Airspan139

equipment is simply to transport the IP data stream from one place to another. More140

specifically, the IP data stream is transported from the Airspan MIMAX Pro-V Customer141

Premise Equipment that is mounted on a pipe attached to the building near the base of the142

tower to the Airspan antenna and SDR-Micro Single Channel RF Transceiver that are143

mounted on the tower and then back down the tower over a fiber optic cable to the144

Airspan SDR-Micro Base Station that is located in the building.145

The Airspan SDR-Micro Base Station system converts the wireless IP data stream146

that it receives from the Airspan MIMAX Pro-V Customer Premise Equipment back into147

a form that can be sent over an Ethernet cable. From there, the IP data stream is carried148

over an Ethernet cable to the Extreme Networks Fast Ethernet Switch and then to the149

Halo Router located in the building. The Halo Router is instructed by the Softswitch in150

Dallas to send the IP data stream to one of the Halo Data Centers in Atlanta, Dallas, Los151

Angeles or New York City and the packets then flow to that site. When the IP packets152

carrying the call arrive at the Halo Data Center, they may undergo a conversion from IP153

to TDM, and are sent to a tandem switch for delivery to a subtending office where the154

call terminates.155

156
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Q. IN YOUR OPINION, WHAT ENGINEERING PURPOSE IS SERVED BY THE157
WIRELESS CONNECTION BETWEEN THE TRANSCOM CUSTOMER158
PREMISES EQUIPMENT AND THE HALO BASE STATION?159

A. The only purpose is to include a wireless transportation segment. If we review the call-160

flow, we discover that the IP data stream carrying the call enters the Ethernet cable161

connected to the Airspan MIMAX Pro-V Customer Premise Equipment, travels through162

this customer premises equipment over the 3.65 GHz radio link to the antenna and163

Airspan Transceiver and then on to the Airspan Base Station. The call-related164

characteristics of the IP data stream that emerges from the Airspan Base Station are165

unchanged from the form they were in when they entered the Airspan MIMAX Pro-V166

Customer Premise Equipment. The Airspan Customer Premises Equipment and Base167

Station serve no networking purpose other than to carry the IP data from one point within168

the building to another point within the building. The Airspan equipment does not169

contain externally controlled, dynamic Ethernet switching apparatus and cannot modify170

the content of the IP data stream to change call-related routing or signaling information171

that it may be carrying. If the Airspan equipment were replaced by a piece of Ethernet172

cable, the call could be completed just as it is today. This was confirmed by Halo witness173

Robert Johnson in his testimony at hearings in the related cases I mentioned above. Mr.174

Johnson acknowledged that if the Airspan equipment was replaced with a piece of CAT5175

Ethernet cable, calls would still complete as they do today.176

177

Q. HOW FAR DOES THE WIRELESS TRANSMISSION FROM THE BUILDING178
TO THE TOWER GO?179
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A. Approximately 157 feet. This is the distance between Transcom’s MiMAX Pro-V180

wireless equipment mounted on a pipe bolted to the wall of the building and Halo’s181

antenna mounted on the tower.182

183

Q. WOULD REPLACING THE AIRSPAN EQUIPMENT WITH A PIECE OF184
ETHERNET CABLE HAVE ANY EFFECT ON THE RELIABILITY OF THE185
NETWORK?186

A. Yes. By eliminating the Airspan equipment and the wireless leap from the building to the187

tower, the resulting configuration would actually provide a more reliable level of service.188

According to the Airspan HiperMAX Product Specification document, the predicted189

Mean Time Between Failure of hardware in the SDR-Micro Base Station is 115,000190

hours. This does not include failures that are caused by lightning, electrostatic discharge,191

voltage spikes and other harmful electrical events that frequently occur at sites with large192

towers. An Ethernet copper cable, which unlike the Airspan equipment has no delicate193

electronic components, is much less subject to failure. Also, all of the packet loss, jitter194

and latency that are inherent in the wireless connection would be totally eliminated.195

196

Q. IN YOUR OPINION IS THE AIRSPAN MIMAX PRO-V CUSTOMER PREMISE197
EQUIPMENT CAPABLE OF ORIGINATING A CALL?198

A. No. None of the Airspan equipment, including the MIMAX Pro-V Customer Premise199

Equipment, the Airspan SDR-Micro Single Channel RF Transceiver, and the Airspan200

SDR-Micro Base Station, contains externally controlled, dynamic Ethernet switching201

apparatus that might be used for call routing. In other words, all the Airspan Customer202

Premises Equipment does is convert the IP data stream it receives into a radio signal.203
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This is unlike a wireless handset, which contains intelligence capable of creating the data204

stream which instructs the wireless network where to send the telephone call.205

As I mentioned, Mr. Johnson has acknowledged that if the Airspan equipment206

was replaced with a piece of CAT5 Ethernet cable, calls would still complete as they do207

today. The Airspan equipment has the same ability to originate a call as does that piece208

of CAT5 Ethernet cable that Mr. Johnson acknowledges could replace it – no ability209

whatsoever.210

211

Q. IS TRANSCOM AN ENHANCED SERVICE PROVIDER (“ESP”)?212

A. To answer that question, one must apply the law governing enhanced services to the facts213

concerning what Transcom does. I do not purport to have expertise in the law, but214

counsel advises that “enhanced service” means “services, offered over common carrier215

transmission facilities used in interstate communications, which employ computer216

processing applications that act on the format, content, code, protocol or similar aspects217

of the subscriber's transmitted information; provide the subscriber additional, different, or218

restructured information; or involve subscriber interaction with stored information.”1219

Counsel advises that the FCC has ruled that the “enhanced” service designation does not220

apply to services that merely facilitate establishment of a basic transmission path over221

which a telephone call may be completed, without altering the fundamental character of222

the telephone service. To qualify as an enhanced service, counsel further advises, a223

service must be “not incidental” to a telecommunications service, but rather must be the224

1 47 C.F.R § 64.702.
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essential service provided. Where the enhancement does not, from the end user’s225

perspective, alter the fundamental character of the communication, the service is not an226

enhanced service.227

228

Q. BASED UPON ALL THE MATERIAL YOU HAVE REVIEWED CONCERNING229
TRANSCOM’S OPERATIONS, WHAT ARE THE PERTINENT FACTS FOR230
DETERMINING WHETHER TRANSCOM IS OR IS NOT AN ESP?231

A. I carefully examined the testimonies of Mr. Johnson, the Transcom representative who232

testifies on behalf of Halo, and compared his description of Transcom’s service platform233

to that of a softswitch. There is nothing unique in the use of a softswitch; they are widely234

deployed throughout the telecommunications industry. If the use of softswitch235

technology is the determining factor in deciding if an entity is an ESP, then Transcom236

and all other entities utilizing softswitch technology might well claim to be ESPs. The237

capabilities that Mr. Johnson attributes in his testimony to the Transcom service platform238

are entirely consistent with those commonly found in softswitches, including:239

 Protocol conversion and packet sequencing240
 Replacement of missing packets241
 Compatibility with Time Division Multiplexing (“TDM”)242
 Examination of digitized audio stream to determine:243

o If voice signal is present244
o If ambient noise is present245
o If packets that don’t contain voice signals should be discarded246

 Employ complex algorithms and sophisticated codecs247
 Employ sophisticated systems to create sounds248
 Create new sound information to enhance communications249
 Deliver newly created sound to the end user250

251
Thus, the sound heard by the receiver in any communication involving a softswitch is not252

exactly the sound transmitted, but rather portions of it have been created by the system to253

enhance the delivered sound. Pages 69 – 70 of the McGraw-Hill publication titled254
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“Softswitch Architecture for VoIP” (ISBN-13 978-0071409773) explains Softswitch255

architecture and affirms that the characteristics shown above are those of a Softswitch.256

The characteristics of what Mr. Johnson calls Transcom’s “enhanced service257

platform” are identical to the characteristics of a softswitch. A service provider that uses258

a softswitch to originate, terminate or transport voice traffic is using a system that has259

been designed to provide the very same capabilities that Transcom is attributing to its260

“enhanced service platform.”261

The sophisticated hardware, software and voice-processing algorithms inherent in262

a softswitch platform are important elements of the call conditioning process, but are not263

“enhanced services.” Transcom has produced nothing – other than its own claims – to264

substantiate that the audio quality delivered by Transcom is equal to or perceptibly265

superior to that delivered by other users of softswitch technology. Transcom has not266

shown that its softswitch modifies the sound that is delivered to a customer in any way267

that is different than that which is inherently found in an ordinary softswitch. With that268

being said, there is little to support a claim that an enhanced service is actually being269

provided or that Transcom is an ESP. The functionalities described by Mr. Johnson are270

what the rest of the industry refers to as “call conditioning.”271

272

Q. MR. JOHNSON, HOWEVER, ARGUES THAT THE PROPRIETARY273
ALGORITHMS USED IN TRANSCOM’S “ENHANCED SERVICE PLATFORM”274
ALLOW TRANSCOM TO PUT “NEW AND BETTER INFORMATION INTO275
THE SAME SIZED ‘PIPE’ AS THE ORIGINAL INFORMATION WOULD HAVE276
NEEDED.”2 DO YOU FIND THAT PERSUASIVE?277

2 Pre-filed Rebuttal Testimony of Robert Johnson, at 15, lines 7-11.
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A. No, and I will explain why: The range of frequencies that are used by the human voice278

are quite broad, extending from about 60 Hz to around 7,000 Hz.3 Therefore, the ‘pipe’279

that Mr. Johnson describes would need to transport this “Enhanced” frequency range,280

which is a much broader range than the 300 Hz to 3300 Hz range of frequencies (often281

referred to as the “Voice Band”) that typical telephone End Offices and Tandem282

Switching Offices are capable of passing. Frequencies that are significantly outside the283

Voice Band simply cannot and do not pass through the PSTN. Therefore, calls delivered284

to Transcom from the PSTN would typically not contain speech components that are285

outside of the 300 Hz to 3300 Hz frequency range.286

The same limitation applies to calls that are delivered by Transcom to the PSTN287

for completion. The PSTN is not capable of passing the expanded range of frequencies288

that Transcom claims that its Enhanced Service Platform creates. Once Transcom289

delivers a call to the PSTN for completion, only the Voice Band frequencies would pass290

through the network and actually reach the end user. The “enhanced” speech components291

that Transcom claims to add back into the call would be eliminated because they fall in a292

frequency range that tandem switches and end office switches are unable to pass.293

Simply stated, the enhancements that Transcom claims to perform that occur294

outside of the 300 Hz to 3300 Hz frequency range – to put “new and better information295

into the same sized ‘pipe’ as the original information would have needed” – would not be296

present when the call is delivered to the called party. Transcom’s “Enhanced Service297

Platform” may do things that manipulate the voice stream in the middle of a call that’s298

3 Cisco suggests that the range might actually be broader than that, extending from 30 Hz up to 18,000 Hz.
To transport a human voice that spans this range of frequencies, the “pipe” that Mr. Johnson describes would need to
allow all frequencies from 30 Hz to 18,000 Hz to pass through it.
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already in transit, but I see no indication that Transcom does anything that provides any299

actual benefit to telephone users beyond what occurs with conventional call conditioning.300

301

Q. DO THE CARRIERS ORIGINATING THE TRAFFIC THAT TRANSCOM302
DELIVERS VIA HALO UNDERTAKE THE TYPE OF CALL CONDITIONING303
THAT TRANSCOM CLAIMS THAT IT UNDERTAKES?304

A. Carriers that use softswitch and VoIP technology in the origination, delivery or305

termination of voice-type traffic have the ability to utilize powerful call conditioning306

capabilities that are comparable to those that Transcom claims are “enhancements.”307

Transcom has presented nothing, so far, in the record of this proceeding or in earlier308

proceedings to demonstrate that the capabilities it claims are anything more than call309

conditioning.310

311

Q. DOES THIS CONCLUDE YOUR REBUTTAL TESTIMONY?312

A. Yes, thank you.313
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